Abstract. Most research on XML has so far largely neglected the data modeling aspects of XML schemas. In this paper, we attempt to make a systematic approach to data modeling capabilities of XML schemas. We rst formalize a core set of features among a dozen competing XML schema language proposals and introduce a new notion of XGrammar. The bene ts of such formal description is that it is both concise and precise. We then compare the features of XGrammar with those of the Entity-Relationship (ER) model. We especially focus on three data modeling capabilities of XGrammar: (a) the ability to represent ordered binary relationships, (b) the ability to represent a set of semantically equivalent but structurally di erent types as \one" type using the closure properties, and (c) the ability to represent recursive relationships.
Introduction
With the growing popularity of XML (eXtensible Markup Language) 5] de ned by W3C, XML schemas 1 expressed by schema languages (e.g., DTD 5] , XMLSchema 14], RELAX 9] ) are being widely used to describe data. Even though XML is largely used for transferring data at present, we envision that in the not-so-distant future, XML schemas will be used as the \external schema" for a large portion of the data. This makes the study of modeling capabilities of XML schemas very important. Furthermore, to bridge with other existing data models, it is becoming increasingly important to understand how to map features of XML schema to those of existing models and vice versa. In this paper, we attempt to make a systematic approach to data description using an XML schema and compare it to the widely-used conceptual model, the Entity-Relationship (ER) model 7] . Our contributions in this paper are as follows:
{ We formalize a core set of features found in various XML schema languages into XGrammar { a grammar notation commonly found in formal language theory. The important building blocks of any XML schema language such { We describe three features of XGrammar in detail and compare them with features of ER model: (a) representing ordered binary relationships, (b) representing a set of semantically equivalent but structurally di erent types as \one" type using the property that XGrammar is closed under the union boolean operation, and (c) representing recursive relationships using recursive type de nitions. By doing so, we also identify features lacking in ER model to natively support the XML model and extend it to EER model. Besides the new features present in XGrammar, they can also represent data modeling features such as n-ary relationships, composite attributes, generalization hierarchy etc. However, they are still in a development phase for schema language proposals such as RELAX, and we do not focus on them in this paper.
Background: ER Model and Our Extensions
Entity-Relationship model (ER model) and Entity-Relationship diagram (ER diagram) are de ned by Chen in 1970s and has been widely used in data modeling ever since 7] . The basic features of the ER model are entity types and relationship types. An entity type is represented by a rectangular labeled box, and a relationship type is represented by a diamond labeled box in an ER diagram. For our purposes, we use ER diagram notations in 1]. Here a cardinality of an entity in a relationship is represented as a 2-tuple (minC; maxC). We use this 2-tuple notation mainly to distinguish between the cardinalities: (0; 1) and (1; 1), and also (0; ) and (1; ), which are commonly found in XML schemas. Here means that there is no upper bound on the cardinality. For instance, the diagram in Fig. 1 illustrates \Dept can have one or many Employees while each Employee can belong to one and only one Dept". Note that our notations of cardinalities are exactly reverse of those used in 1].
In this paper, we are not concerned with the more advanced features of ER model such as the role of an entity in a relationship, n-ary relationships where n > 2, attributes of a relationship, and constraints. Instead, we focus only on the basic features of the ER model, and extend it with the following additional features:
{ Order in a binary relationship: ER model is based on a notion of set, and thus does not have a construct for order. However, in XML model, order is important. For instance, the rst and second authors of book are di erent in XML model. To express such ordering in an ER diagram, we denote the in-between edge by a thick line. For instance, there is ordering among Employees in Fig. 1 .
{ Element-subelement relationship: One of the main constructs in XML model is the element-subelement (i.e., parent-child) relationship. We represent this relationship using a dummy \has" relationship in ER model (i.e., a diamond box with the label has). For instance, the relationship that Employee is a subelement of Dept is shown in Fig. 1 respectively. ER model with our extensions will be referred to as \EER model" throughout the rest of the paper.
Related Work
Data modeling is an inherent part of database design, and deals with the structure, organization and e ective use of data and the information they represent 15]. Such conceptual modeling of the data has been helped by data models such as ER model 7], which models an enterprise as a set of entities and relationships. However these data models cannot specify ordered relationships (i.e., cannot specify order between objects in a relationship). Ordered relationships exist commonly in practice such as the list of authors of a book. XML schemas, on the other hand, can specify such ordered relationships. Semantic data modeling using XML schemas has been studied in the recent past. ERX 13] extends ER model so that one can represent a style sheet and a collection of documents conforming to one DTD in ERX model. But order is represented in ERX model by an additional order attribute. Other related work include a mapping from XML schema to an extended UML 4], and a mapping from Object-Role Modeling (ORM) to XML schema 2]. Our approach is di erent from these approaches; we focus on the new features provided by an XML Schema -element-subelement relationships, new datatypes such as ID or IDREF(S), recursive type de nitions, and the property that XGrammar is closed under union, and how they are useful to data modeling.
Outline of the Paper
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe XGrammar that we propose as a formalization of XML schemas. In Sect. 3, we describe in detail the main features of XGrammar for data modeling. In Sect. 4, we show how to convert an XGrammar to EER model, and vice versa. In Sect. 5, an application scenario using the proposed XGrammar and EER model is given. Finally, some concluding remarks are followed in Sect. 6.
Recently about a dozen XML schema languages have been proposed. Some proposals aim at full-edged schema languages while others take a minimalistic approach. Therefore, they are not directly comparable with each other. Nevertheless, we believe it is meaningful to compare the main building blocks of each language. In 10] and 12], present authors analyzed various schema language proposals using comparative analysis and formal language theory and categorized them into di erent classes.
In this section, we propose a new notation called XGrammar. Instead of choosing one XML schema language as the basic data modeling language, we extract the most important features from the proposed XML schema languages and formalize them into XGrammar. This is an extension of the regular tree grammar de nition in 12] (Def. 24), where we used a six tuple notation to precisely describe content models of XML schema languages. In this paper, we extend this 6-tuple notation with attribute de nitions and data types.
Informally, XGrammar takes the structural speci cation feature from DTD and RELAX and the data typing feature from XML-Schema. Therefore, unlike DTD, XGrammar can specify the exact types of attributes. Furthermore, attributes of IDREF(S) type can specify which \target" types the current attributes refer to. XGrammar is thus our attempt to formalize some of the core ideas found in the various XML schema languages proposed recently. The benets of a formal description is that it is both concise and precise. We use N to denote N T N H . Also, we place the constraint N T \ N H = .
{ T is a set of terminal symbols, where T b T, { S is a set of start symbols, where S N. { E is a set of element production rules of the form \X ! a RE", where X 2 N T , a 2 T, and RE is: RE ::= j j n j (RE) j RE + RE j RE; RE j RE ? j RE j RE + Table 1 . An example XML-Schema library.xsd.
<schema xmlns:t='http://www.w3.org/namespace/'> <element name='Library'> <complexType> <sequence> <element ref='t:Book' minOccurs='0' maxOccurs='unbounded'/> <element ref='t:Magazine' minOccurs='0' maxOccurs='unbounded'/> <element ref='t:Person' minOccurs='0' maxOccurs='unbounded'/> </sequence> </complexType> </element> <element name='Book'> <complexType> <sequence> <element ref='t:EMPTY'/> </sequence> <attribute name='title' type='string' use='required'/> <attribute name='authors' type='IDREFS' use='required'/> <attribute name='publicationDate' type='date' use='required'/> </complexType> </element> <element name='Magazine'> <complexType> <sequence> <element ref='t:EMPTY'/> </sequence> <attribute name='title' type='string' use='required'/> <attribute name='editor' type='IDREF' use='optional'/> <attribute name='publicationDate' type='date' use='optional'/> </complexType> </element> <element name='Person'> <complexType> <sequence> <element ref='t:Spouse' minOccurs='0' maxOccurs='1/> <element ref='t:Person' minOccurs='0' maxOccurs='unbounded'/> </sequence> <attribute name='personID' type='ID' use='required'/> <attribute name='name' type='string' use='optional'/> </complexType> </element> <element name='Spouse'> <complexType mixed='true'/> </element> </schema> where 2 b and n 2 N. Note that RE is actually a hedge type, but it might not have a name associated with it. In other words, we can have anonymous hedge types not captured by N H . Our examples will elaborate this point.
{ H is a set of hedge production rules of the form \X ! RE", where X 2 N H , and RE is the same as the one for E. { A is a set of attribute production rules of the form \X ! a RE", where X 2 N, a 2 T, and RE ::= j j (RE) j RE; RE, where is an attribute de nition expression de ned as:
::= For representation, we distinguish attributes from elements in the grammar using \@" as in 6] and specify the type of an attribute using \::". A speci ed attribute is considered mandatory unless quali ed by \ ? ". Table 3 . An example XML Document library.xml conforming to schemas de ned in Tables 1 and 2. <library> <book title="Data Structures and Algorithms" authors="aho hopcroft ullman" publicationDate="January, 1983"/> <book title="Principles of Compiler Design" authors="aho ullman" publicationDate="1979"/> <book title="Introduction to Automata Theory" authors="hopcroft ullman" publicationDate="1979"/> <magazine title="Communication of ACM" editor="aho"/> <magazine title="IEEE Comp." editor="ullman" publicationDate="Sep,2000"/> <person personID="aho" name="Alfred. V. Aho"> <spouse>WifeOfAho</spouse> <person personID="son1" name="Junior_1 Aho"/> <person personID="son2" name="Junior_2 Aho"/> </person> <person personID="ullman" name="Jeffrey. D. Ullman"> <spouse>WifeOfUllman</spouse> </person> <person personID="hopcroft" name="John. E. Hopcroft"/> </library> Example 1. Consider a scenario of \library" in the real world. Tables 1 and 2 show exemplar schema de nitions to model the scenario. Note that not all constraints expressed in Table 1 are expressed in Table 2 model has two di erent notions of recursion: structural and semantic recursions. XGrammar can express both using element or attribute production rules, respectively. For instance, consider the classical \employee-managersubordinate" relationships of ER model in Fig. 2 . This model can be best represented by the two DTDs below. DTD (a) forms a recursion semantically if the subord attribute is assumed to point to some employee's name In this section, we discuss the relationships between XGrammar and EER model. Especially, we investigate issues of conversion between the two models.
Converting XGrammar to EER Model
XGrammar G 1 of Example 1 can be, for instance, converted to EER model as shown in Fig. 3 . The di erent types and production rules are converted as follows:
1. 4. IDREFS attribute: IDREFS attribute is used to specify ordered relationships.
As for IDREF attribute, the cardinality of the type that speci es the IDREFS attribute in the relationship is (0; ). For identifying the cardinality of a target type in the relationship, we consider two cases: The di erent relationships expressed in G 1 of Example 1 are summarized in Table 4 . The reader should observe that what we described above are binary relationships expressed in XGrammar. This represents only a subset of the relationships expressible in an XGrammar. For example, G 1 of Example 1 speci es other relationships such as \the list of Magazines in Library occur after the list of Books in the Library". Such order speci cations are outside the scope of this paper and not discussed further.
Converting EER Model to XGrammar
XML schema supports constraints such as key and foreign key constraints. Based on these constraints, we de ne \joinable tree types" { tree types that have a keyforeign key constraint. Joinable tree types are used to represent relationships, similar to key-foreign key constraints in the relational model. The translation of a given EER model to an XGrammar is done using the following steps. These steps are summarized in { The relationship is unordered: This is represented using joinable tree types. Table 6 . 
Application
In this section, we consider a real world example -that of a Research Projects database. This example is modi ed slightly from the one given in 1] (page 49). We illustrate how this is modeled using XGrammar. The EER diagram is shown in Fig. 4 . To convert EER diagram to XGrammar, rst introduce a root tree type for the XGrammar { ResearchDB. The child elements of the root are the entities shown in EER diagram through has relationships from ResearchDB. There are six entities in this EER model -fResearchDB, ResearchTopic, Agency, Employee, ResearchProject, ResearchReportg. The entity ResearchDB is mapped to the root tree type for XGrammar. The relationships in this EER diagram are shown in Table 6 . For this example, we can represent all the ordered 1 : n relationships using element-subelement relationships, the unordered n : 1 relationships using IDREF attribute, and the ordered n : m relationships using IDREFS attributes. The XGrammar is given by G 2 = (N T ; ; T; S; E; ; A), where NT = fResearchDB; Agency; ResearchTopic;Employee; ResearchProject; ResearchReportg T = fresearchDB; agency; researchTopic; employee;researchProject; researchReportg In this paper, we examined several new features provided by XML schemas for data description. In particular, we examined how ordered binary relationships -1 : n (through parent-child relationships and IDREFS attribute) as well as n : m (through IDREFS attribute) can be represented using an XML schema. We also examined the other features provided by XML grammars -representing recursive relationships using recursive type de nitions and union types. EER model, conceptualized in the logical design phase, can be mapped on to XGrammar (or its equivalent) and, in turn, mapped into other nal data models, such as relational data model, or in some cases, the XML data model itself (i.e., data might be stored as XML documents themselves). We believe that work presented in this paper forms a useful contribution to such scenarios.
